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Abstract

Terminological reasoning is a mode of reasoning all hybrid knowledge

representation systems based on KL-ONE rely on. After a short introduc-

tion of what terminological reasoning amounts to, it is proven that a com-

plete inference algorithm for the BACK system would be computationally

intractable. Interestingly, this result also applies to the KANDOR system,

which had been conjectured to realize complete terminological inferences

with a tractable algorithm. More generally, together with an earlier paper

of Brachman and Levesque it shows that terminological reasoning is in-

tractable for any system using a non-trivial description language. Finally,

consequences of this distressing result are briey discussed.

1 Introduction

The BACK system

1

[13] belongs to the class of hybrid knowledge representation

systems based on KL-ONE (cf. the article by Brachman and Schmolze [4]). As in

any other system of this family, a frame-based description language (henceforth

FDL), which can be viewed as a linear representation of structural inheritance

networks as introduced by Brachman [2], is employed to represent terminological

knowledge|knowledge about the terminology used to describe the world. A FDL

allows the introduction of concepts

2

and roles

3

by specifying relationships to other

�
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1

The Berlin Advanced Computational Knowledge Representation System.

2

I use the term concept here and in the sequel following the BACK terminology for what is

called generic concept in KL-ONE and frame in [3].

3

Roles correspond to slots in the frame terminology.

1
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concepts, as in the following example:

a man is (among other things)

a human and a male-being

a parent is (exactly)

a human with at least one o�spring

a father is (exactly)

a parent and a man

a grandparent is (exactly)

a human with at least one o�spring which is a parent

Although there is a broad diversity of FDLs in di�erent hybrid systems (e.g.,

KL-TWO [21], KRYPTON [5], KANDOR [16], MESON [7]), they are nevert-

heless very similar to each other. Despite super�cial di�erences in the concrete

syntax it is easy to identify the principal concept-forming operators. One im-

portant characteristic of these languages is that they take the notion of de�nition

seriously

4

. This means that not only relationships between concepts that are

explicitly given, such as the one between human and man in the example above,

are considered to be important, but also the relationships which are implicitly

present. For instance, grandparent is a specialization of parent, although this is not

explicitly mentioned. If the set of objects described by these expressions is ana-

lyzed, it becomes obvious that all objects which could be called grandparents are

necessarily parents as well, and therefore the former concept should be considered

as a specialization of the latter.

Based on the observation that there is more represented than explicitly written

down, it is obvious that we need some kind of reasoner which uncovers the hidden

relationships. Of course, we will not get out more than we put in, i.e., the

reasoning process will only give us answers to sensible queries, which in the

context of a terminology can only be of analytic nature. For instance, a query

whether there exist fathers is really o� the track, because it refers to the world,

not to the terminology! Sensible queries for a terminological reasoner can be

classi�ed as follows:

Subsumption Does concept

1

subsume concept

2

, i.e., is the former a more gene-

ral concept than the latter?

Classi�cation Given a set of introduced concepts, what are the immediate sub-

sumers and subsumees of a new concept?

Disjointness Are two concepts disjoint, i.e., is it impossible to describe any

object by both concepts simultaneously?

Incoherency Is a concept incoherent, i.e., is it impossible to describe any object

with this concept?

4

For this reason exceptions and procedural attachment are not part of any FDL.
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Property possession What properties does a certain concept possess, e.g.,

what are the restrictions on role-�llers? In traditional semantic network

formalisms this is usually referred to as inheritance.

Some of these queries can be reduced to other query types, so that it is possible

to specify a minimal interface for an ideal system, which is inevitable if a formal

speci�cation for the system is to be given and if the complexity of the necessary

inference algorithms is to be analyzed. In our case, all the above query types can

be reduced to subsumption, provided that we have access to the set of introduced

concepts and roles.

Classi�cation can be reduced to subsumption by determining for a given con-

cept the subsumer and subsumee sets from the set of introduced concepts follo-

wed by �ltering out all those concepts for which an intermediate concept can be

found. Altogether, this process requires O(n

2

) subsume-operations, where n is

the number of introduced concepts. Disjointness can be reduced to incoherency

by querying whether the conjunction of the two concepts under investigation is

incoherent. Incoherency in turn can be reduced to subsumption by querying

whether a known incoherent concept subsumes the given concept. If it does, we

know that the given concept must be an incoherent one as well

5

. Finally, pro-

perty possession can be answered by a technique similar to the one used in the

classi�cation case.

Of course, in a real system, all the above query types would be included in the

system interface for reasons of user convenience and e�ciency. For instance, clas-

si�cation is an inference heavily used if a terminological reasoner is employed in a

natural language generation system (cf. the work of Sondheimer and Nebel [20]).

And because almost all terminological reasoners maintain an explicit hierarchy of

introduced concepts|which is just the `compiled' classi�cation inferences|it is

a natural consequence to provide classi�cation as a service of the terminological

reasoner. However, there seems to be some confusion whether classi�cation is

merely an implementation technique (a point of view taken by Brachman et al

[6] and Patel-Schneider [16]) or an inference. The original formulation of Lipkis

[12] seemed to go for the former, but for the reasons spelled out above, I would

opt for both.

2 Complexity of Subsumption

As shown above, subsumption is the crucial point in terminological reasoning. If

we are able to specify a good algorithm for this inference, we can perform all other

5

Although this sounds strange, it is granted by both the intuitive and the formal semantics

we will specify below. Furthermore, it reects the fact that subsumption and incoherency

detection are inherently intertwined.
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inferences easily|in time polynomially proportional to the size of the problem

description

6

. With clever implementation techniques we can even do better.

The �rst informal treatment of subsumption by Lipkis [12] led to a running

system but left open the question of what is really done, i.e., what we know if

the system detects that one concept subsumes another or that it does not|a

short-coming of almost all knowledge representation systems in those days as D.

McDermott noted [15]. The intuitive idea behind subsumption, however, was

very clear, namely that

concept

1

subsumes concept

2

m

all objects which are a concept

2

are also a concept

1

When this idea was �rst formalized by specifying a formal semantics for (a

subset of) KL-ONE by Schmolze and Israel [19], it was discovered that the sub-

sumption procedure implemented in KL-ONE was sound, i.e., every detected sub-

sumption relationship was correct with respect to the semantics, but incomplete|

some relationships were not detected by the procedure. This fact could have been

taken as a starting point to develop a complete algorithm, but there are compu-

tational problems. In [3] Brachman and Levesque showed that even for a very

small subset of the FDL used in KL-ONE the subsumption problem is intrac-

table. More precisely, it was shown that subsumption in that particular FDL

is at least as hard as the problem of determining the unsatis�ability of boolean

formulas in conjunctive normal form, which is a co-NP-complete problem, a com-

plementary problem to a NP-complete problem. The NP-complete problems, as

well as the co-NP-complete ones, are strongly believed not to be solvable in time

polynomially proportional to the size of the problem description (cf. [8]).

One way out of this distressing situation could be to investigate FDLs with

di�erent concept-forming operators that would allow for a complete and tractable

subsumption algorithm. And this was indeed a program which was proposed by

Brachman and Levesque in [3] in order to �nd the boundary between tractable

and intractable FDLs. We will pursue this line of investigation by analyzing the

FDL used in BACK. However, before we go into the details of analyzing compu-

tational complexity of subsumption, we show how the subsumption problem can

be formalized, following the lines of Brachman and Levesque [3].

3 A Formal Treatment of Subsumption

In order to formalize subsumption, we �rst need to formalize the language under

investigation. A FDL which su�ces to capture all the operators used to formulate

the example in the introduction can be described by BNF notation as follows:

6

Levesque demanded in [11] that any knowledge representation system should have this

property.
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hconcepti ::= hatomi j

(and hconcepti

+

) j

(all hrolei hconcepti) j

(some hrolei)

hrolei ::= hatomi j

(restr hrolei hconcepti)

This syntax does not capture the fact that concepts can be de�ned, but only

that descriptions can be constructed by concept-forming operators. This, howe-

ver, will su�ce for investigating subsumption. We simply assume that names will

be substituted by the expressions that de�ne them. The introduction of parti-

ally de�ned concepts can be modelled by assuming additional anonymous atomic

concepts. Man and grandparent, for example, could be described in the following

way:

man � (and human male-being Cprim

1

)

grandparent � (and human

(some (restr o�spring

(and human (some o�spring)))))

The next step in formalizing the subsumption problem should be the speci�-

cation of a formal semantics for this language. In following the informal intuitive

de�nition of subsumption given in the last section we assign to each concept an

extension, the objects described by that particular concept. Obviously, the ex-

tensions of di�erent concepts are not independent, e.g., the extension of man has

to be a subset of the extension of human regardless of the set of objects we are

describing. These necessary condition on extensions of concepts can be formally

described as follows:

Let D be any set of objects and E be any function from concepts to

D and from roles to D �D. E is called an extension function over D

if and only if

E[(and C

1

: : : C

n

)] = fx 2 Djx 2 E[C

1

] ^ : : : ^ x 2 E[C

n

]g

E[(allR C)] = fx 2 Dj8y : hx; yi 2 E[R]) y 2 E[C]g

E[(someR)] = fx 2 Dj9y : hx; yi 2 E[R]g

E[(restrR C)] = fhx; yi 2 D �Djhx; yi 2 E[R] ^ y 2 E[C]g
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Now we are in position to say what subsumption means referring only to the

formal notion of extension: We say that a concept C

1

subsumes a concept C

2

if and only if for any set D and any extension function E over D the following

holds:

8d : d 2 E[C

2

]) d 2 E[C

1

]

The language described above was called FL by Brachman and Levesque [3]

and proved to be intractable with respect to (complete) subsumption. A slightly

more restrictive language, called FL

�

, without the restr operator, was shown

to be acceptable from the perspective of computational complexity. Subsump-

tion in this language can be computed with an O(n

2

) algorithm, n being the

sum of the lengths of the two descriptions. Fortunately, it is possible to extend

the expressiveness of FL

�

without loosing tractability. For example, the gene-

ralization of the some operator to (atleast hnumberi hrolei), stating that there

must be at least hnumberi di�erent instances as role-�llers, does not present a

problem. Going one step further, a complementary atmost operator might be

added. And even this does not seem to endanger the tractability characteristic of

the language. Alternatively to atleast and atmost, an androle operator may

be added, which allows the creation of new roles by conjoining them, without

endangering tractability

7

.

At this point, the question might arise whether the simultaneous addition of

atleast, atmost and androle would present any problem. It does indeed lead to

problems. As we will see below, such a language also falls o� the computational

cli�, even for a restricted version of the androle operator. This proves to be

rather important, because this FDL forms a subset of the FDL used in BACK.

4 Some Problems of Subsumption in BACK

As remarked above, a subset of the FDL used in BACK can be described by

extending FL

�

with the concept-forming operators atleast, atmost and the

role-forming operator androle. The latter may even come in a restricted version:

Only two arguments are permitted, and the second argument appears only in

other androle expressions with the same �rst argument. This amounts to the

introduction of primitive subroles or primitive role di�erentiation, as it is called

in KL-ONE. The syntax of this language, which we will call FL

N

, can be given

as follows:

7

That all these additions preserve the tractability is left as an excercise to the interested

reader.
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hconcepti ::= hatomi j

(and hconcepti

+

) j

(all hrolei hconcepti) j

(atleast hnumberi hrolei) j

(atmost hnumberi hrolei) j

hrolei ::= hatomi j

(androle hrolei hrestricted-usage-rolei)

The additional semantics is the following (we only specify the additions to

FL

�

):

E[(atleastN R)] = fx 2 Dj kfy 2 Djhx; yi 2 E[R]gk � Ng

E[(atmostN R)] = fx 2 Dj kfy 2 Djhx; yi 2 E[R]gk � Ng

E[(androleR P )] = fhx; yi 2 D �Djhx; yi 2 E[R] ^ hx; yi 2 E[P ]g

One obvious property of this FDL is that it is now possible to describe inco-

herent concepts, which was impossible with FL

�

. For instance,

(and (atmost 1 R) (atleast 2 R))

is an incoherent concept|the extension of this concept is necessarily empty. A

second look reveals that the actual atleast restrictions depend on the disjointness

of the concepts used in all expressions for subroles. This is illustrated by the

following description:

(and (atleast 2 R)

(atleast 2 (androle R Rprim

1

))

(atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

2

))

(all (androle R Rprim

1

) (atleast 4 P))

(all (androle R Rprim

2

) (atmost 3 P)))

Although it was speci�ed that R has at least two role-�llers, a stronger con-

dition can be inferred from the description, namely that at least three distinct

role-�llers are needed, because the �llers for the two subroles have to be neces-

sarily distinct. That means that a complete subsumption algorithm has to take

the disjointness of restrictions on subroles into account, otherwise it would miss

that (atleast 3 R) subsumes the description above.

We therefore have to account for pairs of disjoint role-�ller concepts of subroles

(if we are going for a complete algorithm). This still seems to be managable in
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polynomial time, because there are `only' n � (n � 1)=2 di�erent pairs (with n

being the number of subroles).

Taking a third look at the problem, however, we detect that there are even

more complex cases, exempli�ed by the three descriptions below:

(and (all (androle R Rprim

1

) (atleast 4 P))

(atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

1

)))

(and (all (androle R Rprim

2

) (atmost 3 P))

(atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

2

)))

(atmost 1 R)

These descriptions are not pairwise disjoint; the conjunction of the three de-

scriptions, however, leads to an incoherent concept. Assuming that these des-

criptions serve as arguments to all restrictions of subroles, the computation of

the actual atleast restrictions for the superrole becomes even more complicated.

We can regard this as a optimization problem: In the general case, the subsets

of subroles leading to incoherent all restrictions have to be determined and then

the atleast restriction for the superrole has to be computed by a minimization

process. All this sounds very complicated and, in particular, the determination

of the subsets of subroles leading to incoherent concepts for role-�llers sounds

akward and is probably intractable. However, even if we assume that the sub-

sets can be identi�ed in reasonable time, there is still the minimization problem,

which is intractable in a strong sense, as will be shown below.

5 Proof of Strong Co-NP-hardness

In order to show that subsumption in FL

N

is co-NP-hard, the complement of a

known NP-complete problem is transformed to a special-case subsumption pro-

blem, namely

SUBSUMES((atleast 3 R),X)

with X a description containing a set of atleast and all operators on subroles of

R. The transformation is performed in way such that a solution to the special-

case subsumption problem applies also to the co-NP-complete problem.

A natural candidate for the proof is the problem of SET SPLITTING, also

known as HYPERGRAPH-2-COLORABILITY (cf. [8, p. 221]), which was proved

to be NP-complete by Lovasz [10]. The formal description of that problem is:

Given a collection C of subsets of a �nite set S, is there a partition

of S into two subsets S

1

and S

2

such that no subset in C is entirely

contained in either S

1

or S

2

?
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A transformation from an instance of this problem to the description X with

the desired property can be speci�ed as follows. Given an instance of SET SPLIT-

TING with S = fs

1

; s

2

; : : : ; s

n

g and C = fC

1

; C

2

; : : : ; C

m

g with each C

i

having

the form C

i

= fs

f(i;1)

; s

f(i;2)

; : : : ; s

f(i;kC

i

k)

g and letting

g(i; j) =

(

k if s

j

2 C

i

and f(i; k) = j

0 otherwise

then X has the form:

(and (atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

1

))

(all (androle R Rprim

1

) �(s

1

))

(atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

2

))

(all (androle R Rprim

2

) �(s

2

))

.

.

.

(atleast 1 (androle R Rprim

n

))

(all (androle R Rprim

n

) �(s

n

)))

The transformation function � is now speci�ed in such a way that for each set

C

i

, the conjunction of �(s

f(i;k)

), 1 � k � kC

i

k, forms an incoherent concept. This

means the corresponding subroles cannot be �lled with the same instance. On the

other hand, each subset of the subroles with the property that the corresponding

subset of S does not contain a set C

i

can have the same role-�ller. For this

purpose, we assume m di�erent roles R

i

corresponding to the sets C

i

:
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�(s

j

) = (and (atmost kC

1

k � 1 R

1

)

(atleast 1 (androle R

1

Rprim

1;g(1;j)

))

(all (androle R

1

Rprim

1;g(1;j)

) CP

1;g(1;j)

)

.

.

.

(atmost kC

m

k � 1 R

m

)

(atleast 1 (androle R

m

Rprim

m;g(m;j)

))

(all (androle R

m

Rprim

m;g(m;j)

) CP

m;g(m;j)

)

Now the CP

i;j

are speci�ed such that the conjunctions of CP

i;j

and CP

i;k

for

all pairs of di�erent j and k, j 6= 0, k 6= 0, are incoherent:

CP

i;0

� (atleast 0 RCP

i

)

CP

i;k

� (and (atleast k RCP

i

) (atmost k RCP

i

)) 1 � k � kC

i

k

This means that a conjunction of �(s

j

) is incoherent if and only if for some

role R

i

we have more than kC

i

k � 1 di�erent atleast restrictions on subroles of

R

i

.

The entire construction, which obviously can be performed in time polynomi-

ally proportional to the length of the original problem description, leads to the

following result: If role R of concept X can be �lled with two (or less) role-�llers,

then there is a set splitting. On the other hand, if more than two role-�llers

are necessary, then there cannot be a set splitting. This means that the special

subsumption problem given above can be used to solve the complement of the

SET SPLITTING problem, and thus subsumption in FL

N

is co-NP-hard

8

.

When a problem involving numbers (in our case the atleast and atmost

restrictions) is proved to be (co-)NP-hard, there might still be the possibility that

the problem is tractable in a weak sense|solvable by an algorithm with pseudo-

polynomial complexity (cf. [8, pp. 91{92]). A problem has pseudo-polynomial

complexity if it can be solved in time polynomially proportional to the numbers

appearing in the problem description. The well-known KNAPSACK problem,

for instance, has this property. In our case, however, even this possibility of

weak tractability can be ruled out, because in the transformation, all numbers

are bounded by the length of the problem description of the original problem (the

cardinalities of the C

i

s). This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 1 Subsumption in FL

N

is co-NP-hard in the strong sense.

In analyzing the transformation, we may note that not the full expressive

power of FL

N

was used. For atomic roles, only atleast and atmost were needed.

For subroles, only the atleast and all operators were used, and only for describing

that the superroles are �lled with at least a certain number of role-�llers of a

particular concept. Therefore, the result does not only apply to FL

N

, but to all

languages which can express those relationships, which leads to the next theorem:

8

It is not obvious whether the problem is in co-NP or not.
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Theorem 2 Subsumption is co-NP-hard in the strong sense for any FDL with

the expressive power of FL

�

extended by atleast, atmost and the possibility to

express that there are at least a certain number of role-�llers of a certain concept.

In particular, the FDL used in KANDOR can be characterized in this sense,

because it contains a special three-argument atleast operator with the meaning

that there are at least a speci�ed number of role-�llers for the given role of a

particular concept. Thus, because of the arguments above, the conjecture of

tractability for KANDOR by Patel-Schneider in [16, p. 16] does not hold, even

not in the weak sense of [17, p. 345]

9

.

6 Consequences of this Result

The proof of strong NP-hardness for FL

N

and similar FDLs, together with the re-

sult of Brachman and Levesque in [3] for FL, shows that any FDL with reasonable

expressive power implies the intractability of complete subsumption. However,

although this sounds rather disturbing, FDLs are undoubtedly a very useful class

of knowledge representation formalisms. Additionally, we know that almost all

representation formalisms used in Art�cial Intelligence are intractable or even

undecidable. Therefore in practical systems tractable but incomplete algorithms

are often used, as for example, in the terminological component of KL-TWO [9],

in the reasoning maintenance system RUP [14], and in Allen's temporal reasoner

[1].

10

If, however, completeness is a goal one cannot dispense with, expressive power

has to be severely restricted. In our case, one solution would be to sacri�ce all ope-

rators that state relationships between roles, i.e., primitive subrole introduction

and role-value-maps (another popular concept-forming operator). Alternatively,

instead of general number restrictions, a limited set of restricted operators could

be used, e.g., some, none and unique

11

.

Another way out of this dilemma, pursued by Patel-Schneider in [17] and [18],

could be to use a di�erent semantics based on a four-valued logic, for which a

complete and tractable subsumption algorithm even for very expressive FDLs can

be speci�ed. Another view of this solution is that it provides a sound algorithm

for standard semantics and gives a precise account|a model theoretic one|

for where incompleteness with respect to standard semantics arises. This meets

all the demands for a representation formalism McDermott spelled out in [15].

However, this solution has, because of the weak semantics, the disadvantage that

a lot of inferences cannot be drawn even though they might be `obvious'. These

9

And in fact, the KANDOR system fails to correctly determine subsumption confronted

with concepts similar to the one used in the proof.

10

In BACK a tractable, but incomplete, algorithm is used for terminlogical reasoning as well.

11

Actually, this would prevent situations similar to the one used in the proof above. However,

I am not 100% con�dent that it would really preserve tractability.
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missed inferences are of the `non-structural' kind, involving reasoning similar to

tertium non datur and modus ponens.

We are thus confronted with a tradeo� between weak semantics with a com-

plete subsumption algorithm, which misses a lot of inferences we intuitively would

take for granted, and, on the other hand, strong semantics and an incomplete al-

gorithm, which might miss inferences we never expected but which are implied

by the semantics. From a pragmatic point of view it sometimes seems more

worthwhile to choose the latter alternative, for example in natural language ge-

neration [20], because even though we might miss an inference granted by the

semantics|which seems not be very likely in the normal case|it would not re-

sult in a disaster. The same seems to be true for other applications as well. The

inferences which are computed can then only be characterized by an axiomatic

or procedural account.

In conclusion, it is, of course, an unsatisfying (and surprising) state of a�airs

that the deductive power of a mechanized (i.e., tractable) reasoner cannot be de-

scribed cleanly, by means of model theoretic semantics, without either tolerating

incompleteness or ignoring some intuitively `obvious' inferences. Nevertheless,

model theoretic semantics is an invaluable analytic tool in testing our intuitions,

as was shown in this paper.
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